Noun Test

**Underline the 2 nouns in each sentence.**

1. My cousins have a huge pool.
2. My sister is having a party.
3. Noisy children are under the umbrella.
4. The dog ate the sandwich.

**Tell whether each noun is “common” or “proper.”**

5. California _______________ 6. book _______________
7. pig _______________ 8. October ________________

**Write the plural form of each noun.**

9. beach ________________ 10. class _________________
11. story ________________ 12. child _________________
13. foot ________________ 14. man ________________

**Change the underlined noun to the possessive form.**

15. Sally pencil. __________________
16. The two cousins football. _________________
17. A boy shirt. ___________________
18. Some reporters desks. ________________
Noun Test: Answer Key

**Underline the 2 nouns in each sentence.**

1. My cousins have a huge pool.
2. My sister is having a party.
3. Noisy children are under the umbrella.
4. The dog ate the sandwich.

**Tell whether each noun is “common” or “proper.”**

5. California Proper
6. book Common
7. pig Common
8. October Proper

**Write the plural form of each noun.**

9. beach Beaches
10. class Classes
11. story Stories
12. child Children
13. foot Feet
14. man Men

**Change the underlined noun to the possessive form.**

15. Sally pencil. Sally’s
16. The two cousins football. Cousins’
17. A boy shirt. Boy’s
18. Some reporters desks. Reporters’